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What a strange three months this has 
been. We’ve released our Volume 20 on 
March 1st and on the fourth I’ve slinked 
away to Mexico to celebrate my birthday. 
Upon my return on March 11Th the world 
has turned on its head. March 12th saw us 
as a human race go into quarantine that 
has has yet to ease as I write this. 
It’s a well-known fact that the East Coast 
is a miserable place to be in late win-
ter/early spring – the weather is foul, 
there’s nothing to do and nowhere to go 
on a good day. Now we were made to wait 
out the worst of the pandemic in utter 
isolation, a trip to the grocery store for 
prprovisions started to resemble a track 
across a war zone where everyone was 
panicked and terrified for no apparent 
reason. News reports became something 
out of a zombieapocalypse movie despite   

the fact that Covid-19 has a laughably small mortality rate. For someone who was born and 
raised in Soviet Union on war stories and socialism I was no stranger to lack of food on the 
store shelves and any type of entertainment but our current situation is ridiculous to say the 
least. During this time I delved deeper into the world of books, films and mythology as a 
distraction. This is how the theme of Volume 21 started to take shape. In Greek mythology 
we owe our lives to the Fates who decide how long it lasts and when it ends and we owe the 
good times to the Graces who preside over joy. But for all my research I was unable to find 
those that preside those that preside over the less happy moments of life until I’ve come across Thomas de 
Quincey's Suspiria de Profundis and the idea of Three Mothers. Suddenly I was enthralled by 
the idea and idea of breathlessness. On the upcoming pages you will see and feel all the ways 
we feel breathless during our lifetimes, the good and the bad. But trust me when I say this – 
the good will always outweigh the bad. 
Welcome to the issue. 



























































































 | Styled by Mari Malinovskaya  |  Makeup by Ekaterina Mikulina  | 
Production by Sophia Kartavykh  | Models - Lera Nikolaeva @ Linden Staub, 

Polina Nakonechnaya @ Velvet  | 



































































































 | Retouching by Bruno Jorge Studio  | Art Direction & Styling by Ana Magalhães | 
Hair by Pedro Netto Studio  |  Beauty by Hugo Bizarro  |  Production by André Dantas | 

Model - Joana Ribeiro from Elite Models | 







































































































 | Styled by Gianmarco Bersani   |  Make Up & Hair by Ginevra Calie   |  Model - Charmie Pfeffer 
  | Agency: Brave Milan  |  Photo Assistant: Lino Di Lernia  |















































 | Assistants: Jean-Noêl Martin andAxel Noel | Make up by Betty Maciejewski   | Hair by Veronica Liccardi |
 Styled by Nina Spagnol  | Assistant stylist: Nina Spagnol  | Retoucher: Alexandre Divoux |

Models: Leathefluffycat, Marie Wu, Mathilda Barret, Lou Aubert |









































 | Model - Luna Valas | Make up and hair by Ela Milkovic | 
  | Styling by Sasa Maksimiljanovic |




































